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NEW QUESTION 1
Universal Containers supports two lines of business: shipping and freight. The sales cycle for freight deals is more complex and involves more stages than the
shipping sales cycle.
Which solution should a consultant recommend to meet these business requirements?
A. Create different record types and sales processes for each line of business, and assign different stages to each page layout.
B. Create different record types and sales processes for each line of business, and use workflow field updates to assign stages.
C. Create different record types and sales processes for each line of business, and assign different page layouts to each record type.
D. Create different record types and sales processes for each line of business, and assign different sales processes to each page layout.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 2
Universal Containers uses a custom object named “Analysis”, which is the child in a master-detail relationship with the Opportunity object. Sales teams use this
object to create requests for supporting research. Sales teams use the Salesforce Mobile App and want to easily create new Analysis records from their phones.
What should a consultant recommend to meet this requirement?
A. Create a Visualforce page.
B. Create an Action.
C. Create a related list button.
D. Create a custom object tab.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 3
Universal Containers needs to show a dashboard with forecast by product family with quotas. Which solution should a consultant recommend?
A. Build a joined report with closed opportunities, forecasting items, and quotas.
B. Customize quotas with product report, and add necessary fields.
C. Build a custom report type with forecasting quotas and forecasting items.
D. Create an analytic snapshot to capture the opportunity forecast.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 4
Universal Containers has set the organization-wide default to public read-only for accounts, contacts, and opportunities. Activities are set to be controlled by the
parent. The ABC Corporation account is owned by a sales user whose profile grants create, read, edit, and delete access to accounts, contacts, and opportunities.
Which two actions does the owner of the ABC Corporation account have the right to take? Choose two answers.
A. View, edit, and delete activities owned by other users directly related to the account.
B. View, edit, and delete related contacts and opportunities owned by other users.
C. Share the account with other users through manual sharing and account teams.
D. Transfer ownership of related contacts and opportunities owned by other users.
Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 5
Universal Containers has a large sales department that is dispersed worldwide. Sales managers want greater visibility into the opportunities in progress with their
respective teams and want to receive email notifications when opportunities reach key metrics ( e.g. progress to a certain stage or reach a specific probability).
However, individuals want to control the frequency of their email notifications. Which two solutions should a consultant recommend? Choose two answers.
A. Configure the individual Salesforce for Outlook email settings to control notification frequency.
B. Configure Chatter Feed Tracking to provide updates for the key metrics the sales managers are looking for.
C. Create a report filtering for the desired criteria and individuals subscribe to the report.
D. Define a workflow rule and email task that is triggered when key fields are updated to new values.
Answer: BC

NEW QUESTION 6
Universal Containers has enabled Social Accounts and Contacts. When a sales representative accesses a contact within Salesforce, the representative is unable
to see detailed information from the contact’s social profiles.
What is preventing the sales representative from accessing this information?
A. The fields configured by Universal Container’s administrator on the contact page layout are missing.
B. The information shown is based on the sales representative’s social connection with the contact.
C. The link to the Facebook profile is NOT configured with the administrator password to access detailed information.
D. Universal Containers must install and APP Exchange package to access public profile information for its users.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 7
The members of an opportunity team at Universal Containers are working together to close an opportunity. The sales engineer on the team is having trouble
keeping up with the active quote. How can the sales engineer identify the opportunity’s active quote?
A. Reference the last modified date on the quotes.
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B. Reference the synced quote field on the opportunity record.
C. Reference synced quote history on the opportunity.
D. Follow the opportunities’ quotes in Chatter.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 8
A premier customer for Universal Containers needs access to confidential product roadmap information. Which two steps should a sales representative take to
securely send this information using content delivery?
Choose two answers.
A. Remove access to content after a specified date.
B. Require the customer to enter a password to view the content.
C. Require the customer to enter a security token to download the content.
D. Require the recipient to log into Salesforce to access the content.
Answer: AB

NEW QUESTION 9
Universal Containers uses PDF documents to help the Sales Team learn about new Products. Which feature should a Consultant recommend to store these
documents?
A. File Sync
B. Salesforce Files
C. Attachments
D. File Contact for SharePoint
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 10
Universal Containers’ management wants to see forecast numbers by all sales representatives and by multiple product groups.
Which two actions should a consultant recommend to meet these requirements? (Choose two.)
A. Implement Collaborative Forecasting with product family.
B. Build a custom forecast report showing product groups.
C. Build a forecast list view by product family group.
D. Implement Collaborative Forecasting with quota attainment.
Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 10
Universal Containers wants to track the campaigns that influence won opportunities.
Which two actions should a consultant recommend to meet this requirement using standard functionality? Choose two answers.
A. Have the administrator specify a timeframe that limits the time a campaign can influence an opportunity after the campaign first associated date and before the
opportunity created date.
B. Automatically add child campaigns of the primary campaign source if the child campaigns have an end date that fails before the opportunity close date.
C. Add campaigns to opportunities when the campaign is related to a contact that is assigned a contact role on the opportunity prior to the close date.
D. Have representatives populate a field on the opportunity record with the dollar amount of the expected revenue from the campaigns that influenced the
opportunity.
Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 14
Universal Containers has its sales representatives enter a new lead whenever they are prospecting a new customer. After qualifying the new lead, a new
opportunity must be created to track the deal.
Which three actions should a consultant recommend to enforce data quality and accuracy? (Choose three.)
A. Enable validation rules on the opportunity.
B. Map custom lead fields to corresponding custom opportunity fields.
C. Create an Apex trigger to perform data quality checks.
D. Enable validation rules on the lead.
E. Enable the lead conversion permission.
Answer: BDE

NEW QUESTION 19
A lead sharing rule has been defined so that leads owned by the record owner are shared with the public group called “Sales Team.”
Who will have access to these records, assuming that a private sharing model is in place on these objects and there are no sharing rules defined for those objects,
when the lead is converted to an account, contact, and opportunity?
A. The record owner will be the only person who is able to access the account, contact, and opportunity records.
B. The record owner, all members of the public group, and a group called “Sales team” will be able to access the three records.
C. The record owner and anyone above the record owner in the role hierarchy will be able to access the three records.
D. The record owner, all members of the public group, and a group called “Sales team”, and anyone above any group member in the role hierarchy will be able to
access the three records.
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 22
......
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